CAR WASH
(Shark Tale Mix)

CD: “Shark Tale” Motion Picture Soundtrack (Dreamworks Records, B0003468-12)
Artist: Christina Aguilera featuring Missy Elliott
Easy + (Fun!)
Original Choreo: Ed Hooten (to Rose Royce version)
Pop music
Adaptation and Additional Choreo: Kelli McChesney (to Shark Tale Mix)
TIME: 3:49
Intro: Wait 31 beats (listen carefully!) / Start with LEFT foot

SEQUENCE: Wait 31, INTRO, A, B, CHORUS, B, CHORUS, B, C1, D, B, CHORUS, A, C2.

INTRO: (32 BEATS)
(1) "SWIM" --- STEP(fwd) STEP(tog) STEP(fwd) STEP(tog)
   (do breaststroke)
   L R L R
   swim with arms)
   STEP(fwd) STEP(tog) STEP(fwd) LIFT(turn ¼ left)
   L R L R

(3) REPEAT TO FACE ALL FOUR WALLS (alternate feet but always turn left)

PART A: (32 BEATS)
(4) "COWBOYS" --- DS DS DS BR(UP) DS RS RS RS
   (turn ¼ left on each)
   L R L R LR LR LR
   BR, then move left)

PART B: (32 BEATS)
(1) "PULL LEFT" --- STEP(OTS) STEP(tog) STEP(OTS) STEP(tog)
   (move left)
   L R L R
(1) "CHAIN" --- DS RS RS RS
   (turn ½ left)
   L RL RL RL
(1) "PULL RIGHT" --- STEP(OTS) STEP(tog) STEP(OTS) STEP(tog)
   (move right)
   R L R L
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS
   L R LR

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

CHORUS: (32 BEATS)
(2) "BASKETBALL" --- STEP(fwd) PIVOT(turn ¾ right) STEP
   L BOTH R
(1) "DOUBLE BASIC KICK" --- DS DS RS KICK
   L R LR L
(3) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO FACE ALL FOUR WALLS

PART C1: (28 BEATS)
(3) "CAR WASH" --- STEP(left arm up) STEP(right arm up) CLAP(overhead)
   L 1 R 2 HANDS 3 BOTH HANDS
   WASH(circular motion until arms are at sides: beats 4-8)
CAR WASH (Shark Tale Mix), cont’d

PART C1, cont’d:
(1) “WIGGLE” --- WIGGLE (Pause) WIGGLE (Pause)
HIPS HIPS
1 2 3 4

PART D: (32 BEATS)
(1) “RAISE THE ROOF” --- Push hands upwards twice
(2) “BASICS” --- DS RS
L RL
(1) “RED FISH” --- DS DS R-H*(IF) STEP(OTS)
* - (takes weight)
L R L R
(1) “½ SAMANTHA” --- DS DS(IF) DRAG STEP DRAG STEP
R L L R R L
(1) “BASIC” --- DS RS
R LR
(2) “BASICS”
(1) “RED FISH”
(1) “FUNKY” --- LIFT STEP LIFT STEP LIFT STEP LIFT KICK(fwd)
R R L L R R L L
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
(2) “BASKETBALL” --- (turn ½ right on each)

PART C2: (25 BEATS)
(3) “CAR WASH”
(1) “STEP OUT” --- STEP(OTS) - Both arms up!
L

ABBREVIATIONS:
DS – double step
tog – together
BR – brush
OTS – out to side
RS – rock step
IF – in front
H – heel
fwd – forward
L – left foot
R – right foot

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
Available for workshops!